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The modern scientific worldview is predominantly predicated on assumptions
closely associated with classical physics, defined as scientific materialism, the
idea that matter is the only reality. But conscious mental activity can be
experienced in clinical death situations, in what has been called near-death
experiences, in out of body experiences and in profound spiritual experiences.
In February 2014, a group of internationally known scientists from a variety of
scientific fields (biology, neuroscience, psychology, medicine, psychiatry), came
together to challenge the materialist worldview at an International Summit on
Post-Materialist Science. This resulted in a summary report, which asserted that
mind represents an aspect of reality as primordial as the physical world, is
fundamental in the universe, and cannot be derived from matter and reduced to
anything more basic; that minds are apparently unbounded, and may unite in
ways suggesting a unitary one Mind that includes all individual, single minds;
that the evidence suggests the survival of consciousness following bodily death
- and that scientists should not be afraid to investigate spirituality and spiritual
experiences since they represent a central aspect of human existence.

MANIFESTO FOR POST-MATERIALIST SCIENCE
Larry Dossey
CONSCIOUSNESS: WHY MATERIALISM FAILS

MATERIALISM => PHYSICALISM => REDUCTIONISM
• Everything explained by physics
(i.e. local interactions of bits of matter
moving according to known laws).
• Humans are biological machines.
Consciousness generated by brain
! extinguished at death.
• Abandoning physicalism =>
reversion to occultism and superstition.
Progressive corrosion of religious belief.

Physicalist view of consciousness

But physicalism does not explain consciousness!
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Big Bang is culmination of macro-micro connection

What we call the “universe” is always growing
Humans have become increasingly insignificant
Heavens have been stripped of divinity

RESULT OF INWARD JOURNEY
Atomic and quantum theory shatter our view of physical reality
but also reveal UNIFICATION OF FORCES
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BRAIN IS CULMINATION OF COMPLEXITY

BUT MAINSTREAM SCIENCE SUGGESTS
• Consciousness is just an excretion of neurons
• Mind plays a purely passive role in the universe
Stephen Hawking finds Theory of Everything…. enjoyable!

• Religion, spirituality and mystical insights are illusions

BUT SOME PHYSICISTS THINK MIND IS IMPORTANT

Eugene Wigner (1957)
“It is not possible to formulate the laws of physics in a fully consistent way
Without reference to the consciousness of the observer.”
John Wheeler (1977)
"Mind and Universe are complimentary"
Bernard d'Espagnat (1983)
“The doctrine that the world is made up of objects whose existence is
independent of human consciousness turns out to be in conflict with
quantum mechanics and with facts established by experiments."

SOME PHYSICISTS THINK SPIRITUALITY IS IMPORTANT
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Noam Chomsky (1975)
"Physics must expand to explain mental experiences"

“Quantum questions: Mystical writings of the world’s greatest physicists”
Roger Penrose (1992)
"We need a revolution in physics on the scale of quantum theory and
relativity before we can understand mind"

Mind is fundamental not incidental to universe!

ARGUMENTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF MIND
• Comprehensibility of Universe
“The Universe is more like a great thought than a great machine” (Jeans)
“The structure of the material Universe has something in common with
the laws that govern the workings of the human mind” (de Broglie)

• Beauty of Universe
“Beauty in equations is more important than fitting experiments” (Dirac)
“One day a door will surely open and expose the glittering central
mechanism of the world in all its beauty and simplicity.” (Wheeler)

• quantum theory • anthropic principle • psi

• Uroborus => evolution of consciousness

UROBORUS AS BLOSSOMING OF CONSCIOUSNESS

PYRAMID OF COMPLEXITY

Development of
complexity during
big bang requires
many unexplained
fine-tunings

Expansion of micro and macro frontiers with time (century)

Pyramid may inevitably culminate in mind once it starts to arise

THEOLOGICAL ISSUE:
IS THE UNIVERSE PRODUCED BY GOD?
OVERLAP OF SCIENCE/PHILOSOPHY/THEOLOGY

SMN/AHSSSE

Universe created itself

God created universe

FOUR VIEWS

Multiverse

God created laws
making multiverse

PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUE: IS MIND GENERATED BY BRAIN?
Abrams explores a radically new way of thinking about
God. She dismantles several common assumptions
about God and shows why an omniscient, omnipotent
God that created the universe and plans what happens
is incompatible with science. God, she argues, is an
emergent phenomenon that arises from the staggering
complexity of humanity’s collective aspirations and is in
dialogue with every individual. This God did not create
the universe - it created the meaning of the universe.
It’s not universal,it’s planetary. It can’t change the world,
but it helps us change the world. It is what humanity
needs to inspire us to collectively cooperate to protect
our planet and create a long-term civilization.

Ed Kelly

ESALEN: CENTER FOR THEORY AND RESEARCH

Cleese (funder) + Murphy (founder)

“We think it requires astonishing hubris to dismiss en mass
the collective wisdom and experience of a large proportion
of our forbears, including persons widely recognized as pillars
of all human civilization, and we believe that the single most
important task confronting all of modernity is that of meaningful
reconciliation of science and religion.”
Seek a middle way between polarized fundamentalisms of
science and religion, an enlarged conception of nature anchored
in science and including spiritual realities.
, spiritual but not religious and evolving

SURSEM = SURvival SEMinar

The strain of the bridge!
WE NEED A BRIDGE
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Double-bridge!

Science

Parapsychology

Linking psychic and religious experience

Spirituality

“As I was looking on, she (Saint Teresa of Avila) was raised
about half a yard from the ground without her feet touching it.
At this I was terrified, and she, for her part, was trembling all
over. So I moved over to where she was and I put my hands
under her feet, over which I remained weeping for something
like half an hour while the ecstasy lasted. Then suddenly she
sank down and rested on her feet and turning her head round
to me, she asked me who I was, and whether I had been there
all the while.”

Transpersonal

Paraphysics

New Paradigm

Transpersonal psychology and parapsychology overlap but
use different methodologies and address different questions

Areas of common interest in transpersonal psychology and parapsychology
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•

Auras and subtle energy systems
Channelling and mediumistic experiences
Experiences of Angels
Experiences of synchronicity
Lucid dreaming
Near death experiences (NDE)
Out of body experience (OOBE)
Past life memories
Possession
Prophecy and precognition
Reincarnation experiences
Sense of Presence
Shamanic experience
Spiritual healing
Stigmata, and other bodily transformations
Telepathy, clairvoyance and the “siddhis”
Trance
Experiences of UFOs, alien contact or abduction
Psychokinetic phenomena
Witchcraft and Magic

WHY THE ANTIPATHY FROM THE RELIGIOUS SIDE?
! Psychic powers are a distraction from spiritual path
! Mystical experiences are beyond science
! Psychic experiences are insufficiently spiritual
WHY THE ANTIPATHY FROM PARASYCHOLOGICAL SIDE?
! Discomfort with spirituality
! Experiment versus experience
! Lab versus life
Tart (1997) “Body, Mind, Spirit: Exploring the Parapsychology of Spirituality”

Daniels, M. (1998). Transpersonal psychology and the paranormal. Trans.Psych.Rev. 2, 17-31.
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We must understand sensory perception
PROPOSAL
We need extension of physics* which provides explicit model of

MIND
normal

paranormal

spiritual

* But not physics as we know it - hyperphysics

before we can understand extrasensory perception
“

EINSTEIN VIEW
NEWTONIAN VIEW
Arena of physical reality is 4D spacetime
Arena of physical reality is absolute 3D space….and time

Time is 4th dimension

CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE FLOW OF TIME
Relativity merges space and time but spacetime is frozen

Hermann Weyl (1949)
The objective world is, it does not happen. Only to
the gaze of my consciousness, crawling upward
along the life-line of my body, does a section of
this world come to life as a fleeting image in space
which changes in time.
Einstein’s letter to family of Michele Besso (1955)

Einstein “block universe” does not describe flow of time
=> classical physics cannot describe consciusness

St Augustine “It is inexact language to speak of three times - past,

“Now he has departed from this strange world a
little ahead of me. That means nothing. People like
us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction
between past, present and future is only stubbornly
persistent illusion”

QUANTUM THEORY AND MIND

End of matter-centric view?

Eugene Wigner
Consciousness collapses wave function
Henry Stapp
Observer selects quantum possibility

quantum
theory

relativity
theory

David Bohm
Implicate order underlies explicit order of physical world
Roger Penrose & Stuart Hameroff
Orchestrated Objective Reductionism via microtubules in brain

Will marriage of quantum and relativity theory accommodate mind?
Max Tegmark
Consciousness as a new state of matter
We need
A NEW PARADIGM

WE NEED SPACE AND TIME FOR MIND

which incorporates…
* consciousness
* transcendence of space and time
* mental phenomena in some radically new way

but not usual space and time

GRAND UNIFIED THEORY OF MATTER AND MIND
…which involves higher dimensions!

Universal Structure => higher dimensional space for mental
phenomena. Can this relate to higher dimensions of physics?

HIGHER DIMENSIONS IN SPACE
Kaluza-Klein (1926): 5th dimension unifies gravity and
electromagnetism but is compactified on Planck scale

Randall-Sundrum: 4D brane in higher-dimensional bulk

Superstrings (1984): six compactified dimensions => 10D
M-theory (1995): seven compactified dimensions => 11D

Science gives sequence of paradigms (maps) increasing dimensionality
…and

increasing remoteness from common sense reality

This is the price of UNIFICATION!

HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND THE ESOTERIC

Edwin Abbott “Flatland” (1884)

Johann Zollner (1878)
“Transcendental Physics”
connects 4th dimension
with spiritualistic phenomena

P.D.Ouspensky (1908) links 4th dimension to
mystical states

J. Rousseau (2001)

HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND MIND

SPACE & TIME DISTORTIONS IN NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES

Price (1955) proposes that physical events and dream
events exist in different spacetimes

“We inhabit two worlds simultaneously, the world of common experience
governed by physical law and another space, quite as real, which obeys
other laws….continuous dream-life goes on throughout our waking hours
and occasionally we may catch a glimpse of it.”

Broad (1953) merges dream and phenomenal spaces
into a single space of more than three dimensions in
which sensations of all kinds exist

Jean-Pierre Jourdan

JEAN-PIERRE JOURDAN “JUST AN EXTRA DIMENSION…”
NDE and OBE reports include:
Perception of environment without help of sensory organs
Simultaneous perception of scene from several viewpoints
Transparency of objects and anomalous lighting
360o vision (spherical panorama)
Disturbed notions of space and time
Entire life unfolding in a few moments from external viewpoint
Access to personal future and subsequent synchronicity
Perception of the thoughts of others
Access to universal store of knowledge
This suggests access to 5th dimension
Brain restricts consciousness to 4D space => normal perception
NDE gives some height in 5th dimension => global perception of 4D world
Small height => transparency and see objects from different sides
Large height => see everything at once

TIME AND MIND: TWO PROBLEMS

• Flow of time
• Specious present

EVOLVING HIERARCHY OF CONSCIOUSNESS
(INCREASING SPECIOUS PRESENT)

C.D.Broad

human 10-2s

terrestrial 105s

galactic 1016s

cosmic 1017s

Invoke extra dimension (t2) to describe
flow of time (cf. brane in bulk model)

Einstein “block universe” does not describe flow of time
t2 => access possible futures
UNIVERSAL STRUCTURE
Mental experiences can be accommodated in higher-dimensional reality structure
reconciling our different experiences of the world. It has hierarchical structure and
incorporates physical space, as well as non-physical parts accessed only by mind.

Higher dimensions

MATTER

SPIRIT

TIME TO END!
This is identified with the higher-dimensional space of Randall-Sundrum model,
leading to “extended physics” which amalgamates physical and mental space.
Extra dimensions associated with “higher times” and increased “specious present”.
“We must learn to mentalize space and spatialize mind” Paul Brunton

